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Abstract: A novel MEMS based gripper tool based on polymer material with self locking mechanism and anti
slipping structure to handle the micro components is designed and simulated in this article, where the
prototyped gripper tool is tend to operate in the moisture and mucous environment it is devised with a polymer
material. Hence the main advantage is the biocompatibility of the device to handle biological molecules or
samples. The device is designed with a default in plane displacement of less than 50 microns where the tools
are completely in clipped position. As the device is initially closed i.e. based on self locking system, it will not
require any additional forces to be operated in the device or in the sample all over the time. The device works
on the principle of a push based mechanical actuation method where it can hold devices up to a diameter of
about 300 microns with 150 microns as a minimum diameter, where the entire device is controlled by a screw
based actuation method and controlled precisely. The device works on mechanical actuation, so no loss will
incur in the form of energy conversion or no other external forces will be needed to be supplied to the device
during operation. The usual problem of slipping of gripper arms is addressed by supporting structures which
arise from the core beam, ensures the stationary positioning of arms. The device is fabricated with Rapid
Prototyping Process and structural mechanics simulation is carried out with COMSOL Multi physics Simulation
software.

Key words: Polymer Gripper  Mechanical Actuation  Self locking system  Vero white   Rapid
Prototyping  In plane Displacement  Push Actuation Method

INTRODUCTION cell structure and its parameters are carried out by A F

The MEMS based gripper tool finds numerous analyzed individually and problem relayed with the
applications in micro nano object manipulations, micro particular structure or specimen cell can be sorted. And in
object sorting explained by D T Kim [1] and Y S Krieger this article a gripper tool is fabricated with a polymer
[2], force controlled handling of sensitive objects as given material  is  discussed.  The gripper tool is often used in
by C D Pham in [3] and Dapeng Zhang in [4], including the manipulation of micro scaled materials and live
bio medical specimens in LOC (Lab On Chip) systems; samples  obtained  during  the  LOC process outcome.
where in those cases the material selection for the gripper And such live samples are much concerned about the
tools plays a major role. The precision tools or actuators potential used to drive the tool and the external force to
are quite sensitive to the moisture environment where hold the sample. The manipulation  technique  generally
material compatibility is a major challenge. In all the is either contact type or contactless type. Where, the
application areas apart from Micro Sensing and Micro contact less type optimization includes Optical
Actuation, the need for tool for grasping is quiet illumination analyses, Electro static analyses, Ultra sonic
increasing. The gripper tool plays an additive role in the ray analyses and Bernoulli analyses as mentioned by K
analyses and manipulation of micro scaled materials and Houston [7]. For the contact type of analyses the gripper
also for handling the bio specimens without affecting the tool is been used. 

Alogla [5] and A Alogla [6]. So that the specimen can be
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In  this  paper  the  mechanical  type  of  gripper tool Device Tip Design: The polymer device is designed with
is  introduced  so  that  the force to hold on the micro a flat blunt tip to prevent the sample from getting ruptured
object  is  manually  controlled   using   a  mechanical and the tip is designed with a slope angle of about 40°
screw base with the help of K Kim [8]. The selection of and 34° so that the proper closure of the arm will be
material holds  key  in  gripper  design,  apart  from that ensured. The arm spacing and design of the closure tip is
the nature of providing actuation to the gripper can be as shown in Figure 5.
termed  into  pull in or pull mechanisms. The Polymer During  operation,  the  gap  between    the  fingers
based grippers are fabricated by means of these will  vary  due  to  mechanical  actuation  of  the  device.
mechanisms, as the mechanical parameters like strain and By then the size of the microgripper gap (G) is expressed
stress holds a very crucial part in deciding the stability of by:
the structure. 

Polymerized Mechanical Gripper: The gripper tool
proposed is purely mechanical type gripper where its where:
sheer force can be manually controlled with screw tunnel g : Rate at which the gap in the microgripper opens
setup. The proposed system is to analyze any micro sized per arm
object in either dry or wet environment as it is made of g0 : Initial gap separation
polymer as analyzed in [9] by Caglar Elbuken and Ho-Yin
Chan in [10]. The tool is capable of operating in any As  a  result  of  displacement  the   angle  between
environment as there is no power supply or energy the  supporting  beams  and  the  pedestal   will  change.
conversion is needed in this setup. Also proper As the length remains constant the change in angle g
displacement can be achieved by atomizing the supply of can be expressed in terms as given by Jose A Martinez in
force to the screw from an input device. The structural [11]:
specification  of  the  gripper  is  discussed  below in
Figure 1, 2 and 3. (2)

The device aspect ratio is as follows where the
actuator arm can be relaxed to hold sample till the size of where s: displacement induced by the shaft on the
300µm and the increased stress may results in the backbone
tampering of arm and collapse of arm spacing. The aspect L : Length of a spine
ratio of the device is as follows. All the dimensions are in 0 : Starting angle between spines and backbone
mm. Initially the In-plane displacement of the device is of
about less than 50 microns. As the run length of the supporting structures is

The base actuation part of the gripper tool is as 18mm. Theoretically, when there exists an angular
shown in figure 4, where the threading can be obtained to difference of 90 degrees between the gripper fingers and
have a precise actuation and a threading of about 1.5mm the supporting beam the structure will experience
pitch threading can be done in the outer diameter of the maximum displacement, which corresponds to s = L
gripper. cos( ). From this it is evident that when s moves closer

Push Actuation Mechanism: The gripper tool can be become zero. If in case, if the gap dimension has to be
actuated with a push mechanism which was described in controlled  in a higher precision, the supporting beams
[11] by Jose A Martinez and in [12] by Y Choi, where the can be fabricated in an angle which is slightly higher than
base with threading is used and when it is screwed in the 45 degrees with the fingers of the gripper, on the other
clockwise pattern the internal hinge enables a push, which hand there will be definite effect in the opening
results in the beam expanding in the holding part resulting dimensions of the gripper. In the other hand to acquire a
in the open of arm flexures enables to grasp a sample larger opening dimension for the gripper the fabrication
objects in the moisture environment. The holding portion has to be done with the consideration that the angle
of the gripper tool is designed with a flat base to prevent between the supporting arms and gripper arm has to be
the rupture of objects and to have a minimal slip less that 45 degrees, but as accepted, the rank of control
parameter. over the rate of closure of gap will get deteriorated.

G = g + 2 • g 0 (1)

0

to L cos( ) the rate at which the gap changes will0
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Fig. 1: Four Anchor Gripper Tool

Fig. 2: Gripper Aspect Ratio

Fig. 3: Gripper In plane Displacement View (Top View)

Fig. 4: Gripper Actuation Part & Threading factors
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Fig. 5: Gripper arm slope angle and Initial Spacing

Fig. 6: Stress Profile Distribution during Actuation

Self Locking Design Actuation: The gripper can be possibility. The supporting beams will not allow the out
analyzed in three different parts, the grasping part, the of plane actuation of the gripper arms and the pedestal
pedestal and the supporting beam structure. The grasping will restrict the out of plane actuation of the supporting
beam consists of four arms which will hold the object in beam.
its position with firm grip as shown in [13] by Guangmin
Yuan and in [14] by Hao. The pedestal is the actuation Stress Strain Distribution Analyses: The stress strain
part which will be holding the key to supply the applied and mechanical impact over the gripper is analyzed with
mechanical force distributed into the four supporting COMSOL Multi physics Simulation tool where the peak
beams which connects the pedestal with the gripping value for stress is identified to lie in the hinges of the
arms. The applied force in the pedestal is actually pedestal and gripper arms as referred in Figure 6. For the
magnified and the actual force is supplied in an evenly simulation analyses a load of about 1 Pascal pressure is
manner as the structure is symmetric. applied  and  tested,  where  the  maximum load of about

Anti Slipping Capability: As the pedestal is on single starts to lose its mechanical stability resulting in structural
point access to the applied force and the overall device deformation.
gets the actuation from the pedestal and actual The load to the gripper tool can be applied in the
displacement is happening because of the four supporting form of screwing method attached at the bottom portion
beams which are attached to the gripper [13], [14]. It is as a post Simulation process. The maximum stress which
evident that the object will not get slipped out of the can be observed at the hinges of the beam and strain
gripping arm as the device works with zero slipping observed near the fixed side arm portions. A device which

3.5 Pascal’s is with stand able, above which the device
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works on the thermal principle or electrical principle and conversion or electrical passage through the system as
working on the applied pressure or force for a limited compared to Mokrane Boudaoud in [15], X Y Liu in [16],
amount of time on the surface of the structure will exhibit Belen Solano in [17] and T Chen in [18]. But when
different  phenomenon  for   stress   strain   relationship. exposed to more pressure the stability of the device
As the gripper is actuated because of the applied force or begins to collapse resulting in the structural deformations.
pressure, this device will also undergo mechanical stress The structural stability of the device can be tested with a
and strain at the joints of pedestal and the point of joints yield point criteria analyses. Where, the entire device
at the gripper fingers and supporting beams. A beam response of the graph is splitted into four plotters
which is under pressure will experience stress which can indicating the region of actuation, linear stability, region
be expressed as , where the true stress factor can be of deflections and region of catastrophe. 

obtained by e, it can be expressed as follows,

 = (1 + e) ( e) (3)true

where, the condition of load being in the gripper arm is to
be satisfied to find true stress factor. The nominal strain
e and stress are to be considered while calculating true

stress factor As same as the true stress factor is.

calculated the true strain factor can be obtained, until the
structure failure occurs this gives the maximum
displacement in the structure, which is expressed by, 

 = ln (1 + e) (4)true

whereas e is the strain observed in the structure.

Device Actuation: The devised polymer based gripper
tool can be experimented with a micro collet or a micro
beam, where the hold efficiency of the tool and load
stability can be analyzed.

Device Stability: The proposed gripper tool holds good
for the relatively larger pressure conditions than the other
tools. Also there won't be any harmful effects in the
gripper as there is no influence of external fields or field

Gripper Response under Various Frequency Modes: The
gripper tool proposed when simulated for stress strain
analyses in COMSOL tool will exhibit different state of
displacement results for various frequency conditions for
a single applied pressure of about 1 Pascal. The
displacement profile of the gripper tool is as shown in
Figure 7.

Initially the gripper attains various displacement
factors and structural deformations under different
frequency and the response of the gripper under minimum
and maximum frequency conditions is described as shown
in Figure 8 and Figure 9.

Apart from few varied frequencies, the response
exhibited by the gripper cannot be used for a proper
actuation and holding mechanism.

Gripper Fabrication: The gripper tool proposed is
fabricated with a Rapid Prototyping process explained by
A Eisinberg in [19], where the entire tool design is carried
out with CATIA tool to achieve a process compatibility
format of stereo lithography, stp. The proposed tool is
fabricated with a Vero white material considering all the
compatibility and stability factors. Vero white composite
structure ensures the increased tensile strength compared
with the individual materials.

Fig. 7: Displacement Profile for Various Frequencies
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Fig. 8: Displacement Profile for Frequency 16.13493 HZ

Fig. 9: Displacement Profile for Frequency 45.88730 HZ

CONCLUSION slipping capability. A four arms self-locking

The gripper designed here is based on the ambience is designed with a target application of
consideration of having excellent gripping force and anti manipulating  biological  elements.  And  0%  slip   can  be

micromanipulation tool suitable to operate in aquatic
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observed in the proposed model with the design of four 7. Houston, K., A. Sieber, C. Eder, O. Tonet, A.
arms structure and self locking capability of the system.
And as of now the proposed tool is suitable of
manipulating micro elements is purely based on
mechanical actuation and the same can be experimented
with the help of a micrometer, but in real time the same
actuation mechanism is quite impossible since the target
elements should be manipulated with clean room
environment, in the near future the work can be extended
with an electronic integration for the manipulation and
control. The device stability also portrays the device
displacement vs frequency plots where the suitable
frequency for manipulation is maximally available and
such a frequency purely dependent on the applied load
and material's tensile factors.
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